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Kingcombe Preparation Weekend 
January 29-31 2010  

 
The preparation weekend was arranged to take place at the Kingcombe 
Centre which is part of a nature reserve that consists of some 458 acres of 
land. A good number, of those who were to travel to Hungary in March, had 
travelled and this weekend was to prove to be worthwhile as the group were 
able to talk and get to know each other. There were one or two around my 
age and the others were graduates but all had many years of conservation 
work experience and their knowledge of nature, geology, plant and wildlife 
was most impressive. 
During the weekend, we completed conservation work at Powerstock and 
Lankham Bottom, enjoyed a barn dance with music provided by the 
Casterbridge Band and Ruth Thompson and had a walk around the reserve, 
guided by Neil Croton of the Dorset Wildlife Trust. The latter included 
identification and ringing of local birds. 

 

     
 
 

 
 

 
 



Aggtelek National Park 
March 2-19 2010  

 
March 2nd 
Had to decide what to pack and this was as messages received stated that 
temperatures were forecast to be as low as -10’C around the Northern 
Hungarian area. Left Weymouth on the 1.02pm train to London Waterloo and 
from there took the tube which allowed me to meet up with the rest of the 
travelling group at St Pancras youth hostel where we were to stay the night. 

 

 
 
 
 
March 3rd  
A journey to remember followed and in all, from Weymouth, consisted of nine 
train journeys and one minibus journey in order to reach the Aggtelek National 
Park. Left St Pancras at 7.30am for Brussels and the journey was fast, taking 
just twenty minutes to travel through the Eurotunnel. Changed trains at 
Brussels, Cologne and at Berlin, the latter we had to make a dash and we got 
on board the sleeper train from Berlin to Budapest with just minutes to spare.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



March 4th  
Arrived at Miskolc and, in all, the train journey had been really enjoyable 
passing through places such as Brussels, Liege, Cologne, Berlin, Dresden, 
Prague, Bratislava and Budapest.  
From Miskolc, a minibus took us to lunch at the Tengerszem Restaurant 
where I met and chatted to Sandor Boldogh who is Head of Conservation at 
the Aggtelek National Park. Advised that a team of 65 manage the park and 
that they do not get much local Hungarian voluntary help or from other EU 
nations – only the British! Also, advised that they have about 100,000 visitors, 
which is half of what it was two years ago and that is down to the Hungarian 
economy, the Aggtelek Park being difficult to reach and cheaper holidays 
abroad. 
Having left the Tengerszem Restaurant in Josvafo, we travelled the short 
distance to the Szalamandra guest house. 
 

 
 
 
March 5th  
The day started with a talk by Attila Huber – one of the 65 who manage the 
Aggtelek National Park. In all, ten parks in Hungary including Aggtelek 
became protected landscape areas in 1978. 1985 saw the Aggtelek National 
Park and in 1995 this park became a World Heritage site for its 260 caves. 
The park covers about 20,000 hectare acres – 78% is forests and of that 
percentage 50% is Hornbeam oak forest. There is a strong game population 
with deer and wild boar, up to 600 species of moths and butterflies and 1500 
species of beetles. Also, the area structure of the park includes 13% in 
grasslands, which is decreasing due to the growth of the forest, and many 
abandoned orchards. 
After the talk, went on two walks to Acsko and Josvafo. One of the highlights 
of the walk was the visit to the herd of Hucul horses. 
 
March 6th  
Left the hostel at 6.00am and made the 25 minute walk to the Szadvar castle 
which was built about 1268 by King Istvan V as protection against the Turks. 
In 1686, the Austrian King of Hungary destroyed the castle for the sake of 
protection against the anti-Habsburg rebels. 
Today was the beginning of the conservation work and so we travelled to 
Acsko, the abandoned site of a former village. The aim was to clear an area of 



blackthorn, which had become overgrown making a corridor to allow 
grassland to thrive and grow between two adjoining fields. Nigel Spring, on his 
drive to Hungary, had brought over brushcutters and chainsaws and these 
tools were to be the backbone of the completion of the work achieved. 
Later we walked to the village of Szogliget and took some photographs 
around this peaceful area. Really like the architecture – a different charm with 
all of the houses having their own unique individuality in terms of shape, size 
colour and decoration. 
 

    
 

 
March 7th  
Visited the Rakoczi Cave (Rakoczi means steep slope). Initially up to 200 
people were employed in the mining of iron ore, active since the 1920’s and at 
its peak up to and including World War 1 and World War II. After World War II 
the miners discovered the 130 foot high caves and the mining had to cease. 
The mining stopped completely as the scale of the caves were realised 
although all of the outbuildings and machinery (including the air pump) are still 
present today. Inside, the caves were most impressive with a deep orange 
colour (due to aluminium oxide) and grey (due to manganite). Afterwards we 
climbed Esztramos Hill and viewed the quarry which would have employed up 
to 350 people. Also saw a Racka wild sheep. After a stop to view a 13th 
Century church at Tornaszentandras and a further stop to view a museum, a 
home where the contents had been left in place by a son who’s father had not 
returned after leaving for war, we had a wine tasting barbeque in the snow. 
Did not go quite as it should and I was asleep at 5.00pm. 
 

   
 
 



 
March 8th  
Persistent heavy snowfall had been a feature of the visit and the scheduled 
trip  has had to be altered with everyone’s safety of paramount importance. 
With all the snowfall, it gave Adam Szabo the chance to take a walk to look for 
wolf footprints and we walked as far as Derenk – a village of rest since 1943. 
The then dictator of Hungary, Miklos Horthy, formed a hunting zone and 
brought in bears and this meant that the Polish community would be resettled 
in areas of better circumstances, farmyards and better yields in terms of 
produce. The houses of the Polish community were de-constructed and, with 
the church, the material was forwarded to be rebuilt elsewhere. All that 
remains in Derenk is a Memorial Hall, chapel and a cemetery. The evening 
saw us learn a little of the Hungarian language and partake in a little 
Hungarian folk dancing. Did see a firebug today. 
 

 
 
March 9th  
The weather had eased which allows us to complete further conservation 
work – this time at Tornakapolna. The group split in to two. Firstly, there was 
an orchard full of plum trees but had become completely overgrown by 
dogwood. The task of the first team was to clear away the dogwood and 
undergrowth to allow the plum trees to flourish. This was my task before lunch 
and although the brushcutters and chainsaws got through a good amount of 
the work, there was still much for the rest of us to achieve using handtools 
such as loppers and saws. Also, helped to keep the bonfires alight with the 
cut dogwood. In the afternoon, changed to the second group whose task was 
of making the stork nests. Having wintered in South Africa, the White Storks 
migrate to Hungary. The storks tend to built their nests in dangerous places 
such as on electricity pylons. Therefore, at this time of year, the Aggtelek 
National Park staff begin a routine of making circular nests out of dogwood 
twigs on a cross-section of interlocked wooden struts. The robust nests, 
approximately 5 foot diameter, are then hoisted into place by crane and 
positioned on safe raised platforms for use by the storks when they arrive in 
Hungary. Helped make one and it took about an hour to manufacture. 
In the evening Kyle Turner gave an interesting woodpecker talk and that 
included sounds – a compilation of acoustic signals of the ten European 
species of the woodpecker such as drumming, tapping and wing noises. No 
one has done this in such detail before. 



               
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 March 10th  
A continuation of the work at Tornakapolna and I was solely involved with the 
cutting of the dogwood and the undergrowth and maintaining the bonfire with 
the cut pieces. As I have found with previous conservation work, a good sized 
number of people can achieve much in a short space of time. Our group of 17 
has been bolstered by workers from the National Park and so work progress 
has been swift. As we left at the end, we could proudly look at what had been 
achieved in only two days. 
The early evening consisted of a walk around the village of Josvafo and that 
was followed by a talk by Adam Szabo on large carnivores and a film about 



wolves. In 1982 the numbers of wolves was quite healthy but since then they 
had become almost extinct in Hungary. Between 2001 and 2006, Adam and 
his Large Carnivore Foundation were awarded a Life Project fund of money to 
help with long term carnivore conservation in Hungary. Also, genetic research 
co-ordination along with Molecular Zoology at the University of Munich. 
Having said that Adam Szabo still worries that his work could still be affected 
by hunting and illness of the wolves. 
 

 
 
March 11th  
An early morning walk to Szogliget and I saw a wolf. 
More snow had meant that conservation work again had to be cancelled. 
Instead, a further walk with Adam Szabo looking for tracks in the snow and a 
further walk with Kyle Turner looking for signs of woodpeckers. During the 
evening, there was a talk by the Mayoress of Szogliget. The role of the 
Mayor/Mayoress in Hungary differs to that in Great Britain. In Great Britain, a 
Mayor is a figurehead whilst in Hungary, a Mayoress is the real all-round focal 
point for the community organising medical care and social advice. 48 Mayors 
in the region – each with a four year term in office. Szogliget means “corner 
park” and has some 700 inhabitants of whom most are retired. Work in the 
town includes the Aggtelek National Park, a brandy distillery, three shops, a 
pub, a post office, elder syrup business and a pallet making business. Less 
now are employed in farming. Last year, the World Orienteering 
Championships were held in the area as the region moves further towards 
tourism. There are Roman Catholic and Protestant churches in the village and 
the local school has 180 students from 19 different surrounding villages – a 
centre of excellence for talented students. Crime is minimal but healthcare is 
a problem as the local doctor is 72 years old and the nearest hospital is 35 km 
away. 
 

 



 
March 12th         
Again even more snow had meant there could not be any conservation work 
during the day. A further rescheduling has meant that we bought forward the 
visit to the Baradla cave (Red lake tour – Voros-to). The total length of the 
cave is 25km and in 1995 it was given World Heritage Site status. It has many 
stalactites and it is interesting to note that stalactites grow 1mm every 
ten/fifteen years. Music is popular and concerts are regularly organised for the 
people because of the acoustics of the caves. Revisited Josvafo and as well 
as the Hucul horses, found in this area was a Fire Salamander and I took a 
short video of the Salamander in movement. Having viewed a 14th Century 
church, we headed back to the hostel where a table tennis tournament had 
been organised to be played during our remaining evenings in Hungary. 
 

 
 
March 13th  
My early morning walk, this time around to a small lake, was eventful as I 
viewed a second wolf and later a red squirrel. Conditions had eased but due 
to the snow still being difficult on some of the high ground and big slopes, a 
decision was made to complete some conservation work on the way to Acsko. 
This predominately level area, positioned near to a former lime kiln, had a 
variety of tree and undergrowth to be cleared. A good team effort made a 
difference. 
Late in the afternoon, we returned to the Tengerszem restaurant to view a 
tribute to the uprising by the Hungarians against the Austrians. Two cavalry, a 
horse drawn carriage driven by one and two infantry who were all in period 
battle dress and a working canon made up the ceremony. After the initial 
success of taking Vienna, the Hungarian 1848 uprising was eventually 
crushed by the Austrians. In fact war has never been kind to Hungary through 
its history, with defeats and occupation by the Turks and then the Austrians 
and then also defeat in the World War I (Treaty of Trianon – Hungary lost 66% 
of its land) and World War II. 
The evening saw a talk and film “The secret garden” about marine life in 
Indonesia that was made by Jason Gabor. 



         
 

         
 

        
 
 
March 14th  
Conditions for conservation were very difficult and so the decision was to 
delay until tomorrow. 
Today accompanied by Keith Howland and Geoff Robertson travelled the 
hour or so journey to the third largest city in Hungary known as Miskolc. En 
route, passed through places such as Perkupa, Szendro, Edeleny and 
Szirmabesenyo. This journey took me through areas that were awash with 
memories of Northern Hungary of a bygone era – plenty of giant derelict 
heavy industry plants and buildings of the past. Miskolc has a delightful and 
regular tramway system and street with a healthy range of shops. It is 
interesting to note that most of the shops were Hungarian and few from the 
more affluent and powerful Western Europe. The exception to this was the 
supermarkets of Spar and Tesco. 
The visit was on a Sunday and tomorrow is Hungarian National Day and my 
hopes of a rosette in national colours did not look good as most of the shops 
were shut. However, on the walk back to the station, one couple had a stall 
with gifts including the rosette. 



The evening was a talk and a series of photographs of Frances beautiful 
butterflies by Tony Williams who leads the conservation work in La Brenne - 
one of the other Eucan placements.  

 

       
 
March 15th  
Up at 6.00am and immediately got the loan of a bicycle and headed for 
Bodvaszilas. I have not really got to use a mountain bike for about twenty 
years but felt safe as in Northern Hungary there is very little traffic on the 
roads. Good to see a positioned stork nest in Bodvaszilas . Note: although of 
similar size, Hungary has a population 0f 10 million compared to Great Britain 
which has a population of 60 million. After breakfast, we had a further treat of 
a ten minute ride in a Uaz. This Russian built vehicle, built in 1969 (note Uaz 
stands for Ulyanosk Autoblineq and they are still making vehicles today in 
Ulyanosk) was basic but had real charisma. The driver showed real skill to 
control and drive the Uaz vehicle, at speed, on what was an icy and heavily 
pot holed road surface. 
Conditions were good so we achieved some good conservation work at the 
plum tree orchard in Tornakapolna. My day was split in to two sections. Firstly 
collecting together cut to length logs and then delivering and unloading them 
at Sandor Boldogh’s home in Josvafo. I think they are to be used to make a 
bird observatory. The second part of the day, was to help with the movement 
of a considerable amount of cut undergrowth and dogwood to the area s of 
the bonfires.  
The evening was a talk by Janos Toth about the many moths and butterflies in 
Hungary. Interesting to note, that if an individual was found guilty of killing 
some of the protected species of moths and butterflies, they would face a fine 
of 10000 forints (£30). 
 

 



 
 
March 16th  
Awake to find that we have had more snow and that has meant there could be 
no mountain bike ride today. However we did complete some conservation 
work with a return to Acsko and a real effort again by the team saw us 
complete the original task of clearing an area of blackthorn and undergrowth 
making a corridor to allow grassland to thrive and grow between two fields. 
 

      
 
March 17th  
Up at 5.45am for a last mountain bike ride to Szin. After our breakfast, we 
took the minibus  and crossed the border into Slovakia to visit a castle 
Krasnohorska Podhradic. I like the history and locations of castles and our 
tour showed us that this one was no exception. Dating from the 11th century, 
this castle was rebuilt in 1320 as a stone castle and fortified and extended in 
the 16th century. Owned by the Mariassi family and then by the Bebeks and 
after that and up until 1945 by the Andrassy counts. The Andrassy family 
made it in to a museum in 1867 and now the castle is a national cultural 
monument. All of the rooms were crammed full of artefacts, weaponry, relics 
and armour. There was a particularly interesting prison that was a basic hole 
in the ground with a heavy cross-sectioned roof. 
En route back to the hostel, we returned to Josvafo and a riding school for a 
20-25 minute ride in a horse drawn carriage around the many paths and roads 
of the village.   

     
 
 
 
 



March 18th  
Left the hostel at 6.30am to get the first of our trains on the homeward 
journey, from Aggtelek-Josvafo station. The journey seemed a lot quicker but I 
had a chance to think through some of the highlights of this trip: 

1) Woodpecker 
2) Scenic views of the National Park after snowfall 
3) Making stork nests 
4) Wolf 
5) Barbeque in the snow at Imre’s 
6) Drive in the Uaz 
7) Food 
8) Hungarian Folk Dancing 
9) View of the heavy industry of yesteryear  
10) Bike ride to Bodvaszilas  

 

 
 
March 19th  
All the train journeys home were on time and I finally arrived back in 
Weymouth at 6.15pm. Overall, a very good all round visit, much enjoyed.  
 
J. Cramer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Glossary of animals seen 
Wolf  
Hucul horses 
Red squirrels 
Red deer 
Fire salamander 
Syrian woodpecker 
Eurasian green woodpecker 
Hungarian grey cattle 
 
 
Glossary of insects seen 
Firebug  
Oil beetle 
 
Glossary of plants seen 
Snowdrop  
Blackthorn  
Dogwood  
 
 
         
         


